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tion" one of a few essential commands? Giving orders con-
tinually about every little thing encourages a disregard for
all of them. Perhaps the fault is in the command itself. Is
it a reasonable request? Telling a child 4'to keep still" or
"to keep quiet" for a long time is not reasonable. Is obedi-
ence to the command within the child's power? To tell him
not to touch a plate of freshly baked cookies is to set up a
temptation almost too great for his stage of development.
Perhaps the fault is in the way the directions are delivered.
Are they spoken simply, slowly, and distinctly? Disobedi-
ence may be due to misunderstanding. Many words are still
unfamiliar to the preschool child. There would be much
"disobedience" among adults who had studied French in an
American high school if commands were given to them in
Paris in the lilting, rapid French manner. Has the child's
attention been secured before the directions are given?
Sometimes the child is so entirely engrossed in his activity
that he does not hear the request. Is the command made
reasonably attractive? Does it fit into his scheme of things?
A reason for obeying it, an advantage to be gained in doing
it, an enthusiasm for the task shown in the voice and in
the wording of the request help to put the child in a state
of readiness to make the response which the adult desires.
Perhaps the fault is in the way disobedience to commands
has been treated on previous occasions. Has disobedience
to carefully considered requests been associated with dis-
satisfaction? Have threats been made and never carried
out? Have bribes been offered for acquiescence? It is a
dull child who will not try continually to drive a better
bargain. Does the person disobeyed "go up in the air," thus
entertaining the child with an exciting dramatic perform-
ance? Is obedience to certain commands consistently insisted
upon, or is the child forced to obey one day and allowed to
have his own wTay in regard to the same command the next
day? If the child has no way of knowing with certainty how
his mother or father will take his actions, he cannot be
expected to give consistent obedience.
Perhaps the fault is in the personality of the parent or

